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Abstract
This paper deals with the variability of body models used in numerical
dosimetry studies. Six adult anthropomorphic voxel models have been
collected and used to build 5-, 8- and 12-year-old children using a morphing
method respecting anatomical parameters. Finite-difference time-domain
calculations of a specific absorption rate (SAR) have been performed for a
range of frequencies from 20 MHz to 2.4 GHz for isolated models illuminated
by plane waves. A whole-body-averaged SAR is presented as well as the
average on specific tissues such as skin, muscles, fat or bones and the average
on specific parts of the body such as head, legs, arms or torso. Results point
out the variability of adult models. The standard deviation of whole-body-
averaged SAR of adult models can reach 40%. All phantoms are exposed to
the ICNIRP reference levels. Results show that for adults, compliance with
reference levels ensures compliance with basic restrictions, but concerning
children models involved in this study, the whole-body-averaged SAR goes
over the fundamental safety limits up to 40%.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

To ensure protection for public and workers against radio frequency (RF) overexposure, the
ICNIRP have established guidelines for limiting electromagnetic fields’ exposure (ICNIRP
1998). They define basic restrictions which specify a specific absorption rate (SAR) not to be
exceeded and reference levels in terms of an electric field, magnetic field or power density. The
reference levels were derived from basic restrictions several years ago from a highly simplified
human model. Since then, a number of realistic human models have been developed and used
in dosimetry studies.

Since 1997, several studies have been performed to analyze adults and also children the
behavior of toward electromagnetic exposure (Dimbylow 1997, 2002, 2007, Dimbylow and
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Figure 1. The six adult models gathered for this study.

Mann 2006a, 2006b, Findlay and Dimbylow 2005, 2006). These studies have pointed out
that the whole-body-averaged SAR may exceed the basic SAR limit under the reference level
for children. Dimbylow’s work is focused on the English numerical model named Norman.
A Japanese team confirmed Dimbylow’s results using Japanese numerical models (Wang
et al 2006a, 2006b, Hirata et al 2006, 2007).

The main limitation of a number of studies is linked to the variability. The human
population is highly diverse and it is impossible to generalize any result obtained on one
model. The objective of this paper is to push back this limitation using several adult
models. Six numerical human models have been compared, and their variability in terms
of morphology and behavior toward RF exposure for frequencies from 20 MHz to 2.4 GHz
has been analyzed. Historically, the first numerical models of children have been obtained
by homothetic transformation of adult models. But a child is not a simple scale of an adult.
Numerous studies have already dealt with the case of realistic child heads (Wang and Fujiwara
2003, Hadjem et al 2004, Wiart et al 2005, 2008). For this study, we have constructed
more realistic child models using a piecewise reduction of adult models respecting child
morphologic data.

The electromagnetic properties of tissues are important to assess the SAR in specific
tissues. In this paper, we consider that in the range of our study (above 5-years old), the
variation of dielectric properties with age can be neglected (Wang et al 2006a). In line with
this, we use the dielectric properties of tissues that are commonly used (Gabriel 1996).

The paper is focused on the assessment of the SAR not only averaged on the whole body
as usually done, but also averaged on different parts of the body such as the head, the legs,
the arms or the torso. Another original aspect concerns the SAR averaged in particular tissues
such as skin, muscles, fat or bones.

2. Numerical phantom models

2.1. Adults

2.1.1. Models. In recent years, several voxel phantoms have been developed on the basis of
tomographic data of real individuals. For this study, five male adult models and one female
adult model have been gathered (figure 1): Visible Human (VH) (Ackerman 1995), the model
developed at HPA-NRPB named Norman (Dimbylow 1996), the models developed at NICT
named here Japan Male and Japan Female (Nagaoka et al 2004), the model developed in Korea
later named Korean (Lee et al 2006) and the model developed by Yale University named Zubal
(Zubal et al 1995).

These six adult models do not look like each other. Initial models also do not have the
same segmentation. The size of voxels varies from 1 mm3 to 3.6 mm3 and the number of
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Figure 2. Repartition of the BMI of adult models around mean value.
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Figure 3. Mean weight of the four main tissues of phantoms (skin, bones, muscle and fat) and
associated standard deviations.

tissues from 29 to 55. For the purpose of standardizing the input data, all the models have
been remeshed with a common voxel size of 2 mm3.

2.1.2. Morphological characteristics. Before assessing the RF exposure of different models,
we have to compare external and internal morphologies of phantoms. The external geometry
is characterized among others by the height, the weight, the body mass index (BMI) which
can be used as a measure of body fat:

BMI = height (m)

weight (kg)2
.

The six adult models represent different types of morphologies. The mean phantom has
a weight of 76 kg with an important standard deviation of 18.5 kg and a height of 1.73 m with
a standard deviation of 7 cm. Figure 2 shows repartition of the BMI around the mean value.

The Visible Human and the Japan Female emerge as two extremes. Visible Human is
tall and fat with the highest BMI, while the Japan Female is small and light with the smallest
BMI. Between both the extremes, we find Zubal and the Korean on the one hand and the Japan
Male and Norman on the other hand that have almost the same height, weight and so almost
the same BMI.

Concerning the internal morphology, the weight repartition of main tissues reveals that
four tissues constitute around 85% of the total weight whatever the model: skin, muscles,
bones and fat. For each of these four tissues, the mean weight and associated standard
deviation have been plotted in figure 3.

Figure 3 points out an important variability of adult models in term of tissue weights.
Tissues that are most important quantitatively (i.e. muscles and fat with mean values of 33 kg
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Figure 4. Internal morphology–weight repartition of main tissues.

and 17 kg, respectively) are also those that have the highest standard deviations (i.e. 10 kg
for muscles and 7 kg for fat). The repartition in the weight ratio of the main tissues (skin,
muscles, fat and bones) is summed up for each model in figure 4.

Skin is a highly important tissue because it is the first tissue which is met by the incident
field. Figure 4 shows quite an important variability in the skin–weight ratio. It varies from
around 5% for VH to almost 12% for the Korean. The Korean model had the largest initial size
of voxel with 3.6 mm, which involves a higher skin thickness. Concerning the muscle–weight
ratio, the Japan Female distinguishes herself with a lower ratio (about 33%) than the ratios of
male models (between 42% and 47%). About fat, Visible Human and the Japan Female differ
from the others with a higher fat–weight ratio (about 30%). The shape of both these models
(figure 1) shows that they are fat.

2.2. Child

2.2.1. Method of morphing. The first problem encountered with child models is the lack of
magnetic resonance images (MRI) of children. Uniform scaling has been used (Dimbylow
2002), but this method supposes that growth is perfectly proportional which is not valid. To
obtain more realistic child models, we suggest making a piecewise reduction of the adult
model with respect to the main anatomical parameters. From the literature, the external shape
of human heads and bodies and their transformation versus age have been analyzed (Sempé et
al 1979, Farkas 1994, Hadjem et al 2004, Burguet et al 2004). The numbers of head and body
parameters have been taken into account to build models corresponding to the mean value of
the three classes of ages (12-, 8- and 5-year olds).

Head parameters. Head growth is particularly important because it is absolutely not linear.
Children have bigger heads than adults. Specific studies on child head RF exposure have been
conducted (Hadjem et al 2004, Wiart et al 2007).

Body parameters. Concerning body proportions, as for the head, a number of parameters
have been considered to obtain the three classes of ages (see figure 5).

All child models have been constructed on the basis of mean values of morphologic data.
So even if they come from six highly variable adults, child models present, by construction, a
weaker variability than adult models.

2.2.2. Morphological characteristics depending on age. The mean values of main tissue
weight ratios versus age are shown in figure 6. Skin and bone ratios are quite stable during the
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Figure 5. Morphological description of the body model. Example from left to right of Norman at
adulthood, 12-, 8- and 5-year olds.
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Figure 6. Evolution depending on the age of mean weight ratios of main tissues.

growth (about 8% for skin and 15% for bones). As for fat and muscles ratios, they increase
during the growth by about 2%.

The brain–weight ratio is the only one to decrease with age. It decreases from 5% to
2% on average. This traduces that a child’s brain grows quickly before the age of three
and afterwards grows slowly. The brain–weight ratio reaches the adult level between 6 and
14 years of age.

As for adults, skin, muscles, bones and fat represent around 85% of total weight. The
mean repartition of these tissues is quite stable at the different ages studied. Muscles represent
the heaviest ratio with an average of 41% of the total weight.

By comparing weight repartitions in a child obtained by the morphing method and in
a child obtained by a simple scaling, it appears that the homothetic transformation does not
enable us to take into account the disparities in the human growth. For example, the brain
homothetic reduction would be too drastic and opposite; muscles and fat homothetic reductions
would not be important enough.

3. Numerical method

3.1. Exposure parameters

This study is focused on exposure assessment to an incident front plane wave for isolated
conditions. The incident field is vertically polarized and arrives face to the phantom. Exposure
is quantified by the SAR. The SAR is given by the well-known relationship

SAR = σE2

ρ
,
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Figure 7. Whole-body-averaged SAR for different adult models on a large frequency range from
20 MHz to 2400 MHz for an incident power density of 1 W m−2.

where σ is the conductivity, ρ is the mass density and E is the electric field strength induced
in tissues.

Different numerical methods can be used to assess the electric field induced in human
body. The most employed is the finite difference in time domain (FDTD) (Taflove 2000).
In our study, an in-house FDTD code has been used. To simulate an infinite space and to
avoid spurious reflection at the boundary of the limited numerical domain, absorbing boundary
conditions have to be imposed in this study. The in-house code enables using the uniaxial
perfectly matched layer (UPML) (Berenger 1994). To propagate a plane wave, a Huygens box
is placed five cells from the UMPL layers. The phantom is also placed five cells away from
the Huygens box as described.

The choice of different parameters has been tested by comparing FDTD calculations with
the analytical Mie series solution (Stratton 1941) for a homogeneous muscle sphere. The
calculation domain consists in 2 mm cubical cells and the absorbing boundary conditions
employed were six UMPLs (Gedney 1996) with an order of 4. The Huygens box is placed
five cells away from the UMPL. The incident field was a plane wave vertically polarized
propagating along the horizontal axis from front to back. A comparison between the FDTD
and Mie calculations gives a very good agreement. At 900 MHz, the local error on the electric
field is very weak with an absolute maximal deviation of 7% and an absolute averaged error
of less than 1%. Similar comparisons at 70 MHz and 2100 MHz yield maximal differences of
5% and 10% and averaged differences of 1% and 2%, respectively.

4. Results on variability of models

4.1. Adults

4.1.1. Averaged whole-body SAR. We are now going to consider the whole-body-averaged
SAR of each adult phantom depending on frequency (figure 7).

The well-known resonance region around 70 MHz clearly appears in figure 7. The
resonance frequency depends on the height of the phantom. The tallest phantom Visible
Human (respectively the smallest phantom Japan Female) has the lowest (respectively the
highest) resonance frequency.
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Figure 8. Deviation of the whole-body SAR of each adult model from the mean whole-body SAR.

Table 1. Mean values on frequency for each adult model of the deviation from mean whole-body
SAR.

Visible Japan Japan
Human Korean Zubal Norman Male Female

Mean deviation from −25% −15% −9% +9% 15% +25%
mean whole-body bSAR

The whole-body-averaged SAR level can be compared to the BMI level or to the body
surface area (BSA) level. The lowest (respectively highest) whole-body-averaged SAR
fits with the highest (respectively lowest) BMI or the highest (respectively lowest) BSA.
Concerning Japan Male and Norman, they have roughly the same BMI and BSA, and yet
Japan Male has a whole-body-averaged SAR slightly higher than that of Norman. This
discrepancy can be explained by anatomical considerations. Japan Male has less skin than
Norman, and skin has a relative high permittivity and conductivity.

Figure 8 displays deviations of the whole-body SAR of each adult model from the mean
whole-body SAR depending on the frequency. The variability of the adult model appears
strong. As expected, the highest deviations are visible for both the extreme models: the Japan
Female and Visible Human.

In table 1, the mean deviation of the whole-body SAR averaged on the frequency range
is given for each adult.

On the frequency range studied, the standard deviation is highly variable contained
between 9% at 60 MHz and 30% at 2100 MHz. The mean value is 20% and, for example,
values at 100 MHz, 400 MHz and 900 MHz are 25%, 10% and 20% respectively.

4.1.2. Averaged part-body SAR. In this part, the whole body is split into four main parts:
the head, the legs, the torso and the arms. The mean values of the averaged SAR induced in
each part are displayed in figure 9.

Whatever the part of the body, the resonance around 60 MHz of the whole body is visible.
Each part participates in the whole-body resonance. For the legs and torso, the resonance at
60 MHz is highly marked because the legs and torso constitute the parts of the whole body
which start resonating. In contrast, head and arms are separate parts of the body. The head
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Figure 9. Mean values of SAR induced in different parts of adult models.

Figure 10. Mean values of power’s percentage absorbed by each part of body: head, arms, legs
and torso.

subjects the whole-body resonance around 60 MHz, but another resonance also appears around
200 MHz. This resonance is a characteristic of the head’s geometry and internal properties.
The arms are parallel to the body; this should explain the large zone of resonance between
80 MHz and 180 MHz. On the one hand, a homogeneous cylinder of a size which is typically
the size of adult arms resonates around 180 MHz and, on the other hand, the whole body
resonates around 70 MHz. A combination of both phenomena induces this large resonance
region from 80 MHz to 180 MHz.

To enable quantitative comparisons, figure 10 displays the percentage of power absorbed
by the main parts of the body. As expected, the legs and torso absorbed most of the power,
specifically at low frequencies. The legs absorb until more than 60% of the total absorbed
power and the torso until 30% at the lowest frequencies. When the frequency increases,
the arms and head start their specific resonances and, as a result, they will absorb more in
proportion.
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Figure 11. Variability of the SAR induced in different parts of adult models: legs (a), torso (b),
head (c) and arms (d). The continuous lines are the mean values and the dotted lines are lower and
upper bounds of the interval [mean −σ mean +σ ].

To point out the variability of used models, figure 11 shows mean trends of the SAR
induced at different parts of the adult body. The lower and upper bounds of interval [mean
−σ mean +σ ] are also indicated by dotted lines.

First of all, the SAR induced in legs is noted to be very variable. The standard deviation
σ is low. The SAR induced in the torso presents a variability analogous to that of the whole
body. The SAR induced in the head presents a variability analogous to that of the whole body
around the whole-body resonance. But around the resonance characteristic of the head (about
200 MHz), the variability is lower. This can be explained by the lower variability of head
models than that of the whole body. As for arms, the posture of different models is different.
For example (see figure 1), the Korean model has his arms very close to his body while Visible
Human has his hands in front of him and other models have their arms slightly separated from
their bodies. These differences may explain the high variability in the SAR induced in arms.

4.1.3. Averaged SAR depending on the tissue type. In the morphological analysis of adult
models in section 1, we have noted that only four tissues of adult models absorbed about 85%
of the total power absorbed by the whole body. These tissues are skin, bones, muscles and fat.
Figure 12 displays the mean values of the SAR induced in these four tissues.

As expected, the whole-body resonance around 60 MHz is visible in each tissue. In
the resonance region, the SAR values are much higher in muscles and skin than in fat and
bones because conductivity values of muscles and skin are much higher than those of fat and
bones. Above this resonance region, the higher the frequency is, the more the absorption
is superficial and, in this way, the SAR induced in skin increases while the SAR induced in
muscles decreases.
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Figure 12. Mean values of the SAR induced in main tissues of an adult model: skin, bones,
muscles, fat and brain.

Figure 13. Percentages of power absorbed by main tissues of adult models depending on
frequencies.

As for the study of absorption by different parts of the body, we display in figure 13
percentages of power absorbed by five main tissues.

Figure 12 shows that skin and muscles have almost the same behavior in terms of induced
SAR at low frequencies. But concerning the percentage of absorbed power, muscles absorb
most of the power at low frequencies (until 55% of the total absorbed power) because the
human body has much more muscles than skin. In adulthood, muscles represent on average
43% of the total weight. But by increasing the frequency, the absorption becomes more
superficial and then the skin becomes the predominant tissue concerning the absorbed power.
At 2400 MHz, the skin absorbed on average 40% of the total absorbed power while it represents
only 7% of the total weight.

In figure 14, distributions of power absorption depending on tissues for a low frequency
of 20 MHz and a high frequency of 2400 MHz are displayed. At 20 MHz, it clearly appears
that absorption is through the whole body with most of the power absorbed by muscles. In
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Figure 14. Mean distribution of power absorption in adult models at 20 MHz and 2400 MHz.

Figure 15. Mean whole-body SAR depending on frequencies for different ages.

contrast, at 2400 MHz, absorption is more superficial and the skin absorbs a high part of the
incident power.

4.2. Child

As described in section 2.2, for each type of model (VH, Zubal, Norman, Japan Male, Japan
Female and Korean) three 5-, 8- and 12-year-old children have been constructed by morphing.
In figure 15, the whole-body-averaged SAR depending on the frequency is displayed averaged
for the six types of models.

Whatever the model, children and adults have qualitatively the same behavior. But the
younger the model, the higher the resonance frequency and the stronger the resonance. So,
the whole-body SAR induced in children is higher than the one induced in adults.

On average, the resonance frequency is shifted from 60 MHz at adulthood to 80, 100 and
120 MHz at respectively 12, 8 and 5 years of age. Concerning amplitudes, the whole-body-
averaged SAR at resonance increased by 26%, 38% and 48% from adulthood to respectively
12, 8 and 5 years of age.

As for the adult study, the SAR induced in each part of the body is interesting data to
understand the absorption by the body. Figure 16 displays the SAR induced in each part of the
body of adult and children, on average of the six types of model depending on frequency. The
same conclusions as for an adult are valid. The legs and torso constitute the global shape of
the body and present the whole-body resonance. Concerning heads, as for the adult one,
besides resonating at the whole-body resonance frequency, they have a characteristic resonance
at higher frequency. As for the whole-body resonance frequency, the resonance characteristic
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Figure 16. SAR induced in heads, averaged on six types of model for different ages of model
(adulthood, 12-, 8- and 5-year-old) depending on frequency.

of the head is shifted with age. It is located at 200 MHz, 250 MHz, 300 MHz and 350 MHz
for the heads of respectively an adult, a 12-, a 8- and a 5-year-old child.

5. SAR and reference levels

The ICNIRP has recommended limits to protect the general public against overexposure to
electromagnetic fields. These limits are stated in terms of basic restrictions and of reference
levels. Basic restrictions define among others a limit value for the whole-body-averaged SAR.
For public exposure, this ICNIRP basic restriction is 0.08 W kg−1. Reference levels have also
been defined in order to ensure respect for these basic restrictions. For our range of frequency,
the ICNIRP public exposure reference levels are given as a power density denoted as S:

for F < 400 MHz, S = 2 W m−2

for 400 MHz < F < 2 GHz, S = F
200 W m−2

for F > 2 GHz, S = 10 W m−2.

Figure 17 displays the whole-body-averaged SAR for the six adult models for an incident
power density equal to ICNIRP public exposure reference levels. Compared to the whole-
body-averaged SAR induced by constant incident power density (figure 8), a second peak
region appears in the 2 GHz region directly induced by the reference levels proportional to the
frequency in this region.

Around 2 GHz, the whole-body-averaged SAR of the Japan Female and that of the Male
are very close to the basic restriction (SAR values reach 92% and 99% of the basic restriction).
It was previously shown that the standard deviation of the whole-body SAR is about 30%
around 2 GHz. It is therefore reasonable to consider that some human models that will exceed
basic restrictions.

Concerning child exposure, ICNIRP reference levels are the same as for an adult. The
behavior of the whole-body SAR of children for incident power density equal to ICNIRP
reference levels (see figure 18 for trends averaged on the six models) is qualitatively the same
as for an adult. The artificial peak around 2 GHz also appears and is stronger than for an adult.
Adults were not so far off the basic restriction; it also makes sense that the SAR induced in
children exceeds the ICNIRP basic restriction under these conditions of exposure. The most
problematic region is the region around 2 GHz. At these frequencies, almost all children
have a whole-body-averaged SAR exceeding the basic restriction. The whole-body-averaged
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Figure 17. Whole-body-averaged SAR for the six adult models depending on frequency for an
incident power density fixed by ICNIRP reference levels.

Figure 18. Whole-body-averaged SAR for the mean model (for adult and children) depending on
frequency for an incident power density fixed by ICNIRP reference levels.

SAR of 5-year-old children reached on average 125% of the ICNIRP basic restriction with a
standard deviation of 25%, that of 8-year-old children reached 108% with a standard deviation
of 23% and that of 12-year-old children reached 96% with a standard deviation of 13%.

Concerning the resonance region, SAR values are very close to restrictions particularly for
5-year-old children. The whole-body-averaged SAR of a 5-year-old child reached on average
101% of the ICNIRP basic restriction with a standard deviation of 7%.

6. Conclusions

FDTD calculations have been performed at a common 2 mm resolution of different voxel
models of adult human for isolated conditions: Norman, Zubal, Korean, Japan Male and
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Female and Visible Human. From these adults, 5-, 8- and 12-year-old children have been built
by using a morphing method enabling us to respect numerous morphological parameters. This
paper presented an analysis of calculations of an averaged SAR from 20 MHz to 2.4 GHz.

Before any calculation, the morphology variability of adult models used in this study has
been pointed out. Indeed, the six used adult models do not have the same appearance. This
has been traduced by relatively high standard deviations of morphological parameters of adult
models. For example, the body mass index (BMI) assessing body fat has a standard deviation
of 18% and concerning internal morphology, muscles that represent the highest weight ratio
of humans have a standard deviation of 30%.

The morphology variability affects an induced SAR in models. FDTD calculations have
pointed out an important variability of the whole-body-averaged SAR implying a standard
deviation from 10% to 30% depending on the frequency.

On the one hand, calculation of the tissues-averaged SAR has shown that skin has a
high impact on high frequencies because absorption is more superficial. At a low frequency,
absorption is more volumic and most of the power is absorbed by muscles. Muscles represent
on average 40% of the total mass for an adult, and they absorbed at low frequencies until 55%
of the total absorbed power.

On the other hand, assessment of the averaged SAR in different parts of body has shown
that the legs and torso introduce the whole-body resonance visible around 70 MHz for an adult.
The heads and arms undergo whole-body resonance, but also present their own resonances
around 200 MHz for an adult’s head and around 160 MHz for an adult’s legs.

By subjecting adult models to ICNIRP reference levels of public exposure, we point out
that all the adult models used in this study respect basic restrictions but are not so far from
them. Moreover, the variability of models leads to envisage models that might exceed basic
restrictions.

Concerning children, the morphing method enables us to obtain more realistic models
than by a simple homothetic transformation. Children have a behavior similar to adults. A
whole-body resonance appears at a frequency and with amplitude increasing with a decreased
age. Heads have a characteristic resonance between 200 MHz and 350 MHz depending on the
age. Legs have a resonating plateau between 100 MHz and 200 MHz.

By subjecting children models to ICNIRP reference levels of public exposure, we point
out that a number of the child models used in this study exceed basic restrictions around the
gigahertz region. The whole-body-averaged SAR of 5-year-old children goes up to 40% over
basic restrictions.

Further work will consist, on one hand, of studing the localized SAR exposure. On
the other hand, it will be interesting to vary exposure by using an aside exposure or ground
conditions for example.

Results on children should be confirmed by calculations on voxel models obtained, for
example, from MRI images.
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